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We understand that our clients and contacts will be addressing complex redundancy issues related

to COVID-19 in multiple jurisdictions. BCLP, together with our local counsel friends, have produced a

global Q&A document covering 40 jurisdictions. We cover questions around dismissals,

compensation, collective consultation and alternatives to redundancy.

Please download our global Q&A document here.

The document covers the following questions:

▪ Is there any legislation, order or mandate prohibiting an employer from dismissing an

employee in circumstances where the employer has obtained the benefit of Coronavirus

government support?

▪ Does an employee with a qualifying period of employment have any statutory protection

against redundancy dismissal?

▪ What redundancy compensation is payable to an employee who is dismissed by reason of

redundancy?

▪ Should an employer take into consideration a Coronavirus government support scheme before

dismissing an employee?

▪ Are employers subject to separate collective consultation obligations?

▪ If an employer is subject to collective consultation obligations, is there any defence for a

failure to comply?

▪ If an employer is subject to collective consultation obligations, what is the sanction for a

failure to comply?

▪ What alternatives to redundancy dismissal are open to an employer?
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This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and

professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.
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